The Hopline
Crescent City HomeBrewers
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February, 2013

Editor: Monk Dauenhauer

MEETING LOCATION
Deutsches (Half-Way) Haus
1023 Ridgewood Street
Metairie, LA
February 6, 2013 @ 7:00 P.M.
Our Club Officers For 2013 are:
Perry Soniat – President
Richard Doskey – Vice President
Jack Gonzales – Secretary
Monk Dauenhauer – Treasurer
Barney Ryan – Quartermaster

Bring your brew to the meeting.

When you bring your creation to the
meeting, please sign the BROUGHT
BEER sheet with your name and the
style(s) you bring. Also include any
particulars you want mentioned.
BONUS: Get a FREE 50/50 ticket for
your generosity.
Last Meeting we had:
Richard Ebert … Pumpkin Spice Porter
Brian Crotteau … Barrel Aged St. Banardus 12
Dennis Groone … IPA

SHARE YOUR BEER

Meeting Note: When you come to the
meeting at the Deutsches Haus realize
that for the past 20 years they have
allowed us to use their facilities free of
charge. The only thing they ask is for us
to patronize the bar. So, we encourage
you to have your first beer from their
taps. They have a quality selection.
Then jump into the beer you or
someone else brought to share or might
want an honest opinion of their handy
work.
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Upcoming Events for 2013
March Brewoff & Sausage Making @
Monk’s Haus
You can do either or both. Saturday March
2, 2013. Steve Clark scsuds@cox.net is
SAUSAGE Master and Richard Cuccia
richardcuccia@cox.net is taking names for
beer. Style of beer to be brewed will be
announced at the meeting.

Time to make the
sausage

1. Start out going SOUTH on LA-45 S
/BARATARIA BLVD (go 2.9 miles)
2. Turn LEFT onto LA-3134 S /LAFITTE
LAROSE HWY/LEO KERNER/LAFITTE
PKWY. (Go 5.4 miles)
3. Turn LEFT onto LA-45/BARATARIA
BLVD. (Go 1.0 miles)
4. Turn RIGHT to stay on BARATARIA
BLVD/LA-45. (Go 0.6 miles)
5. End at 7967 Barataria Blvd – Crown
Point
-------------------------------------------------For GPS users - enter Marrero as city
rather than Crown Point
------------------------------------------------->> TOTAL ESTIMATED TIME: 14 minutes
| DISTANCE: 9.96 miles
To view the map, click on the link below
or copy and paste it to your browser:
http://www.mapquest.com/mq/6-gotn
???????????????????????????????

Date: Saturday February 25th
Location--- Monk Haus -- Crown Point --Directions – on your right >>>>
Time: Brewing 8AM Sausage 10AM - Till
Flavors: Italian, Chorizo, Cajun Green
Onion
We may sell spices for the rookies.
3lb units---- bulk or link
Cost is $15.00 per unit --- Including all
consumables. (Food & Drink)
Must be present to work or make
arrangements for someone to take the
goods home
Sign-up sheet at next Meeting
Pay at end of event
If paying by check make out to CCH
Open to guys and gals
Questions or additional info Contact
Steve scsuds@cox.net or 610-7346
Deadline to place order ---- Feb 26th

DRIVING DIRECTIONS
-------------------------------------------------From – Westbank Expy., Marrero, LA
--------------------------------------------------

CRAWFISH BOIL: In planning stage.
The 2013 “Annual” Crescent City
Homebrewers' Crawfish Boil will be held for
club members and their guests, at a location
to be determined, at a date to be determined,
headed by a chairperson who has not as yet
stepped forwarded to accept this most worthy
responsibility. Anyone interested should
contact a board member or show up at the
meeting.
This is a family event!
In addition to crawfish there will be crawfish
boiled potatoes and sausage and garlic, etc.
Also, hot dogs and burgers. A "space-walk"
type of inflatable amusement for the kids is a
possibility.
Beer will be provided: Homebrew, possibly a
G-B beer, Abita and some other good local
beers.
For those that prefer it, there will be some
brand of American light beer.
Soft drinks (soda pop) and water will be
provided.
Cost to the CCH treasury and to Members &
Guests to be determined.
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Same Price as Last Year $30.00

Dues
R
Due

Use the membership
form on page 9 of this
rag or on our web site
www.crescentcityhomebrewers.org

Bet you did not know:

George Washington used to grow
cannabis in his garden and was the
owner of the largest whiskey
Distillery in the U. S.
************************************

Web Site Links to Some of Our
Sponsors and Brother Clubs.

Bring it to the meeting or mail it
to:
Crescent City Homebrewers, Inc.
7967 Barataria Blvd.
Crown Point, LA 70072
Makes checks payable to:
CCH

Deutsches Haus
Southern Brewing News
New Orleans Brewing Company
Heiner Brau
Abita Brewery
Crescent City Brewhouse
Gordon Biersch
NOLA Brewing Company
BrewStock
BR club-Brasseurs a la maison
Dead Yeast Society – Lafayette

Bicyclebrewclub
Louisianahomebrewers
Maltmunchingmashmonsters
HOW DO WE GET NEW MEMBERS?
BY ASKING OUR FRIENDS NOW,
NOT TOMORROW

Useless Facts
The “pound” (#) key on your
keyboard is called an
octothorp.
If you could stack all the
beer cans consumed in the
U. S. each year, it would
reach the moon 20 times.

Now from St. Brigid of Ireland (450-525 AD). She is
quoted as having said: "I would like a great lake of
beer for the King of kings; I would like the people of
heaven to be drinking it through time eternal." I
assume that she was hoping for really good beer.

Carnival Time
PLEASE COLLECT ALL THE BEADS U CAN GET
AND BRING THEM TO THE NEXT MEETING AND I
WILL TAKE THEM TO ST MIICHAEL'S SPECIAL
SCHOOL ,A PLACE FOR MENTALLY DELAYED
INDIVIDUALS WHICH WILL HAVE SOME OF
THEIR ADULT GRADUATES SORT THE BEADS
AND SELL THEM TO KREWES WHICH MEANS THE
SCHOOL BENEFITS AS DO WE ALL AS WE
RECYCLE SO:
KNOCK DOWN AN OLD LADY..STOMP ON A
TEENAGERS HAND FOR BEADS
IT'S FOR A WORTHY CAUSE!!
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2013-2014 CCH Beer Appreciation School
Hello Everyone,
I am going to teach the "BJCP" class again. There will be far less emphasis on BJCP due to changes in
their examination structure. Instead, I will spend more time on styles and characteristics of individual
beers. I will still follow loosely the BJCP Study Guide format for the technical side of the lectures. It is
a good outline for organization, but will digress or go into more depth as the subject matter requires (or
as the spirit moves me)! We will use the BJCP style guidelines and the grading sheet as guides for our
tasting adventures. I am going to try to obtain different examples that we had last year. (I am
contemplating a road trip to Specks for this very reason.)
To all the folks on the North Shore who would like to have the class held up there - As they say in real
estate, it is all about location, location, location. We pay no rent on the South Shore, other than sweat
equity in work parties at the Haus. This is a compelling reason for staying put... After Katrina when the
Haus was closed, CCH had to use the vagabond approach to find meeting places. That is chore I don't
wish to face. I want the class to be fun for me too!
Staff will once again be our resident cheerleader and shopper, Richard "Cooch" Cuccia, and Greg
Hackenberg, yeoman steward and English Ale aficionado.
Letter and Syllabus are attached. I hope to see many return students! We had a fantastic group last
time!
Happy and Merry!
(Hmmm, this would make a neat Christmas present for significant others and good friends.)
Carol

CCH Beer (Appreciation) School
Purpose

To increase the knowledge of beer and all-grain brewing; to increase the skill in evaluating and judging beer; and to
indulge in appreciating 120+ beers***. The class will follow the Beer Judge Certification Program Style Guidelines.

Instructor
Carol Rice of Crescent City Homebrewers, Recognized Beer Judge, BJCP. I have been brewing with my husband,
Richard, since 2000. We first took this class in 1999, and thought it was only right that if we were going to judge
beer, we should attempt to brew some. Richard is the gizmo part of the team. I am recipe. I started helping Warren
Chigoy with the classes in 2007.
I may be contacted at: 10105 Tiffany Drive, River Ridge, LA 70123, 504-737-4309, dogearbrewing@hotmail.com

Time and Place
The classes will be held on the third Saturday (mostly) of every month from 9:00 am to12:00 noon at the
Deutsches Haus
1023 Ridgewood Street
Metairie, Louisiana
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Cost
$100.00 due on or before February 16, 2013, the first class, for CCH members in good standing. This cost will
defray the expense of the handouts, materials, and beer used for the classes. Because Crescent City Homebrewers
subsidizes the class, non-members will be charged an additional $30.00 for membership in CCH. Classes are open
to guests at any time for a charge of $20 per class. (Please make checks payable to Carol L. Rice CCH Beer School)

Contents
Each class will include:
• a technical lecture, discussion, histories and descriptions of styles;
• tasting of teas from ingredients or comparative materials if appropriate to the lecture
• and tastings of ten, or so, beers (usually) of similar styles, histories, and characteristics.
Lectures will cover ingredients, brewing processes, beer flavors, troubleshooting, recipe creation, etc. The beers will
be compared and contrasted, then evaluated according to style.

BJCP Study Guide and Examination
The course loosely follows the BJCP Study Guide as a framework for the lectures. BJCP has changed the format of
the examination process dramatically. It is now a three-tiered process. The first step is a self-administered on-line
entrance exam consisting of 200 general knowledge questions. The second step is a tasting exam. In order to
progress to the full written exam, each candidate must achieve a grade of 80% on the tasting exam. Because this
process may take years, I will not be conducting exams in New Orleans. See www.bjcp.org for more details.

Student Responsibilities
• To drink responsibly.

For the responsible drinker, there is always another

party.
• To print out and bring to all classes: The 2008 BJCP Style Guidelines, found at www.bjcp.org.
(The Hop Union Variety Data Book, at www.hopunion.com/hopunion-variety-databook.pdf. is also
helpful.)

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

Helpful Bits from Greg Hackenberg

This episode is titled ‘A question of Balance’ (anyone who gets the music reference without Google wins a
prize; sadly it won’t be a Ploughmans lunch with a nice Aston Manor cider ). Are You Sitting Comfortably?
Good.
"I would give all my fame for a pot of ale and safety."-Shakespeare, ‘King Henry V.’
So to start episode 8, what is it that IMHO strikes me as the hallmark of British brewing? Balance. But to
understand what that all means, you need to understand what it is you’re trying to balance. So this month I am
going to focus in that most basic and masterful of British beers, the Pale Ale.
Pale ale has a long and sordid history in the UK. In fact, for the first few centuries of its existence, the
definition of “Pale” seemed to change every few decades. What we now know as British (and Burton) pale ale
is mid-20th century incarnation of the late Victorian tradition which took shape in the Edwardian era. I’d
never thought I’d live to be a hundred, so the beer has had some legs, despite a couple of world wars,
rationing, taxes and puritanical prudes lowering the strength. It takes three forms (and this is one of the BJCP
gets right) Ordinary, Best, and the most recent, Extra Special Bitter, distinguished mostly by taking the
gravity Higher and Higher and adjusting the hops and other ingredients to maintain the all-important Balance.
Fancy a pint? Good!
Pub notes…You walk into that cheery looking pub. Lost among the tap of mass market YFS lagers you will
see an array of beautiful turned wood or ceramic tap handles each marked with a placard resembling a beer
label.
Question. What makes up a good British Pale Ale? Easy, our chief weapon is…Base Malt…and hops, our two
weapons are base malt, hops, and yeast… our three weapons are base malt, hops, yeast and specialty
malt…amongst our weaponry are base malt, earthy hops, a characteristic yeast and touches of specially malt,
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and some modified sugars and adjuncts. This time around I’m going to focus in the following the Base malts,
in detail and give you an outline of the others for now.
British Base malt for Beginners
Send Me No Wine, because a good British Pale Ale made with Maris Otter is the bomb (British expression,
the opposite of “bombing”). Yes you can (and should) use other pale malts, but this is an exceptional, world
class, malt, the choice product of the brewer’s art, if you will. All British pale malts are kilned slightly darker
than a US two row and have a slightly toastier flavor that provides an essential character found in good British
Ales. Maris Otter ups that and adds a full malty flavor with biscuit notes. There are several maltsters
producing Maris Otter pale malts, each one has a slightly different character, so I’m told. I have not compared
them side by side, but any one you can get is going to be great.
Another option is Golden Promise, a Scottish malt, made by one small malting outfit, TF& Sons. This is
another great choice with a clean malty flavor, not as biscuity as Maris Otter, but a great character of its own.
But rest assured the other British two-row malts that are available will make a fine beer. They can even be
combined with Maris Otter or Golden Promise, or other kinds pale malts for a more complex malt flavor.
British beers historically used multiple malts, and Like a Gypsy Of A Strange and Distant Time, even
continental malts as portion of the grain bill. So feel free to use other 2-row malts. The American and Belgian
Pales are bit lighter in color and a slightly different flavor range then the British types. If all you can get is
American, I would substitute mild malt for about a quarter of the bill to up the flavor and add a little color.
Mild malt is, as you might suspect, used a lot in British Mild/Brown ales. It is another step darker than British
pale, and can be used as a base malt itself. I’ll have a bit more on it at some point later.
Now, why has he been going on about base malt, I’m Just a Singer In a Rock and Roll Band? Just sit down
and Ride my See-Saw a bit and I’ll explain. One of the key factors to making authentic British Pale ales,
despite what you may have heard, is that they are base-malt-centric beers. That is, the primary source of flavor
is derived from your base grain, in this case good English Pale Malt (and yes, it really is good, otherwise it
would not make good beers).
You see, this applies to a number of British beer styles, but none so much as the “simple” pale ale. Simple?
Simple as crossing Niagara Falls on a tightrope, all you have to do is walk in a straight line, right? But really,
those British Pale malts are the workhorse of Brown Ales, Porters, Stouts, just about every one of them. While
you don’t need the Maris Otter in a porter, you do need a bit of that British Pale Malt character to make a
convincing example.
So you have a base, what now? Specialty Malts, Adjuncts, Sugar! Now there are quite a number of great, and I
mean spectacular, pale ales that are made with only base malt, but in a small scale non-commercial operation,
I think a bit of depth and a touch of character is in order.
Specialty Malts: Crystal malt in the 40-80 degree range, some nice toasty or biscuity specialty malts are a
welcome addition. But the word on these is restraint. Listen to The Voice within and add touches of these, a ½
pound here a ½ pound there at the most.
Adjuncts: Never Comes the Day where a Brit Brewer has a qualm at adding some flaked maize for slight
residual sweetness, flaked barley, torrefied wheat, wheat malt for body and head retention or other adjuncts to
their beers.
Sugars: A number of British Beers often include treacle or invert sugar in grades of darkness similar to
Belgian sugar syrups. These add color and a particular molasses and caramelized sugar note.
Forget that American “add a bucket of this and couple of packs of that, hell, another bucket of this” and think
like a Brit. As Pink Floyd said “Hanging on in quiet desperation is the English way.” Keep these additions to
no more than about 20-25% of the total bill and Bob’s your Uncle (I like that expression… and I had an Uncle
Bob, introduced me to Guinness bottled stout. But I digress).
Okay, what does all this mean? I’m going to regale you with a recipe of sorts, so you can see how this all
balances out.
“Brewers Reward” Best Bitter
BJCP 8B: Special/Best/Premium Bitter,
O.G. 1048 (75% efficiency) 36 IBU’s
7 lb. Maris Otter
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8 oz. Crystal 60
8 oz. Wheat Malt
4 oz. Invert sugar No.1/Demerara Sugar
1.0 oz. Challenger, 60 min
.50 oz. EK Goldings, 30 min
.50 oz. EK Goldings, dry hop
Yeast WPL002 English Ale
Got it? Solid base of Maris Otter goodness with a few accents, a nice background bitterness and hop flavor
and dry hop aroma on top. The yeast is the Fuller’s and will add some nice fruity esters and leave a clean
malty sweetness in the finish. Now, this is not one of mine, but it sure could be. This comes (with a little
updating) from that Legend of a Mind, David Line. He wrote what must be considered the first modern guide
to home brewing in 1974, developing small scale methods of mashing and sparging, when “all grain” was just
a marketing slogan on a cereal box.
Next time, how to brew this puppy.

Hank Speaks…

So Listen

FEBRUARY 2013

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY, YOU INCURABLE ROMANTICS!!
…Ah what is love and why/how does it happen? Let’s listen to a musical query “Who wrote the book of
love?”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIfuNPbBaaA

Wasn’t that uplifting with a traditional proclamation of affection, wise lyrics, good beat?
Rediscovering a first love--the Immersion chiller.
The immersion chiller is often the novice brewer's first "technology based" piece of equipment. Simple and
cheap to make and operate, it can be fine-tuned to a new level of efficiency.
1) Maintain maximum boil pot volume-instead of dropping it into the boil the last 10 minutes to sterilize
which causes the already high boiling wort volume to rise, suspend it from an open weave frame (old oven
shelf, old frig shelf, wire frame shelf, or custom made plastic/CPVC/metal frame).Tie 4 Cu wires at 4
equidistant balance points on the top and tie them to the bottom of a loop or ring which has another stout wire
at the top as the anchor. Place the frame over the boiling wort with the ring below and the anchor fed through
the center of the frame. Let out the anchor line until the IC sits a couple of inches above the surface which will
be better than a dunk since steam is hotter and no space is taken up. At flame out, add any hops needed (BTW,
this is a good time to sprinkle in sugar which will readily dissolve but not char since the flame which causes
scorching is out; I frequently add sugar as do many British brewers.)
Lower the IC until it is just below the surface.
**********************
2) Minimize the pot wall heat---one of the reasons counter flow chillers (or pumping for a time wort out of the
boil pot) work so well is that the wort is taken away from the hot walls of the pot. The experiences of
dropping dry ice into wort, watching it cool and then watching the temp rise again or simply putting one's
hand on the side wall shows how much heat the pot holds .Remove any insulation, cover the jet of the burner
with a can and hose the side walls for a couple of minutes.
*********************************************
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Observation #1 (Reference volume=Hank's Observations on Hot Things-HOHT)--the bigger the temp
difference between coolant and "coolee"(liquid cooled),the quicker the drop so now is the best time to splash
the pot with hose water.
Rethink then remake the IC. A) Most ICs are smoothly curving coils that spiral down to sit on the bottom of
the pot. From HOHT- Observation #2-more turbulence, the less lamination and the more heat exchange.
Convoluted Cu coils with elliptical twisted surfaces cool quicker than do straight runs so a kinky, various
cross section shape coil is preferred.
B) HOHT Observation #3-heat rises. Why has the coil at the bottom except that the old design had it sitting on
the bottom? Make a plani-spiral flat as wide as possible is so the entire top level cools and drops to bring up
another level to be cooled. If anyone has access to some type of device it would nice to know how fast the
levels move.
C)The first foot of the IC contains for example 70 degree water and when contacting 180 degree wort cools
QUICKLY (see HOHT,again Observation #1)-and the next foot perhaps 75 and therefore little slower cooling
and the next 79? But whatever the exact figures it is true that the first half of the coil offers faster cooling than
does the second half.
Why not have 2 "first halves"? When St Arnold of Metz (patron saint of brewing) caused my 40' coil to snap
at about the 20' line as I was realigning it I recognized that he had sent me a message and I made a double
barreled IC. Since then I learned that a neighbor/fellow brewer has a triple barreled iC
Whirlpool after removing IC with lid as heat conductive as possible partially off or as in my case,a CU salad
bowl filled with ice that is set partially atop pot while whirlpool spins
**********************************
Dealing with the seasons-My Jefferson Parish water dept. draws from the Mississippi and in mid-August the
river temp is 85 which is about what the hose delivers. BTW, I make lagers in the summer since I can offer a
constant 45 in the frig easier than I can offer a constant 65 for ales.
Prechiller heresy-prechilling the coolant in a Cu tube in ice bath does NOT really work since it requires the
coolant to be kept to a trickle which defeats the rapid coolant flow needed; in the extreme of ZERO flow (a
terrible situation for chilling the wort) the 84 degree coolant and 32 degree ice bath average eventually so that
84+32 =116;116/2=58 result whereas pumping the 32 degree ice water delivers a coolant much cooler. A post
chiller in which wort trickles does work well. If you are confident in your technique some sterilized
dechlorinated ice cubes cool well with minor dilution but post chiller is much better approach.
Love the planet
-In a place that gets 70" rain/yr., water is plentiful but it is not cheap and on general principles I save expelled
water to clean utensils and water plants. After a few runs you will know how much water you circulate and
can prepare enough vessels. You know I am a friend of the Earth, the one at the Pontiff Playground parties or
DHaus meetings who never uses the bathroom preferring to help the oak trees. In a place that gets 70" rain/yr.,
water is plentiful but on general principles I save expelled water to clean utensils and water plants. After a few
runs U will know how much water you circulate and can prepare enough vessels to save it.
***************************************
As always, constructive comments are welcome via the Hopline … for those uncomfortable with readin’ n’
writin’ big words, please continue to mumble during meetings from the back row which is where I like to
sit/sip/mumble...and where free beer should be delivered
Thanks Hank
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CRESCEC

CRESCENT CITY HOMEBREWERS
7967 Barataria Blvd. – Crown Point – LA -70072
Email – cchhopline@aol.com

2013 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Yearly Dues: $30.00

Mission Statement and Purpose
To promote Homebrewing within the club; through public awareness and appreciation of the quality and variety
of homebrew; through education and research; and through the collection and dissemination of information. To
serve as a forum for technological and cross-cultural aspects of the Art of Homebrewing. Most importantly, to
encourage responsible alcohol consumption.
New Member

Returning Member (joined CCH in

Name:

Home Telephone:

Home Address:

Cellular Telephone:

City, State, ZIP

e-mail Address

Date of Birth:

Spouse:

)

Occupation
Homebrewing Experience:

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Beer Judging Experience:
BJCP Ranking: #
Certified
Non-BJCP:

Apprentice
National

None

Recognized

Master
Experienced

Professional Brewer

I FULLY UNDERSTAND THAT: My participation in the Crescent City Homebrewers is entirely voluntary. I know
that alcoholic beverages are offered at various functions, and that my consumption of these beverages may affect my
perceptions and reactions. I accept full responsibility for myself, and absolve the CRESCENT CITY HOMEBREWERS,
ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AND FELLOW MEMBERS of any responsibility for my conduct, behavior, and actions.
SIGNED:__________________________________________ DATE:
Paid: $ 

Cash

, 2013

Check #

For the responsible drinker, there is always another party.

Schedule of Events

2013 CALENDAR
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January
CCH General Membership Meeting

Wed

9

7:00 pm

11:00 pm

Wed
Sat

6
16

7:00 pm
7:00 am

11:00 pm
4:00 pm

Sat
Sat
Wed
Sat

2
2
6
16

9:00 am
8:00 pm
7:00 pm
9:00 am

until
until
11:00 pm
12:00 pm

February
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Beer School Begins

March
Sausage Making – Monk’s Haus
Brewoff – Monk’s Haus
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Beer School Continues

April
CCH General Membership Meeting
Brew Off
CCH Beer School Continues

Wed
Sat
Sat

3
??
20

7:00 pm
7:00 am
9:00 am

11:00 pm
4:00 pm
12:00 pm

Wed
Sat

1
25

7:00 pm
9:00 am

11:00 pm
12:00 pm

Wed

5

7:00 pm

11:00 pm

6:00 pm

9:00 pm

May
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Beer School Continues

June
CCH General Membership Meeting
WYES Beer Tasting

Sat

http://www.wyes.org/events/beer.shtml
CCH Beer School Continues

Sat

15

9:00 am

12:00 pm

Wed
Sat

3
20

7:00 pm
9:00 am

11:00 pm
12:00 pm

Wed
Sat

7
24

7:00 pm
9:00 am

11:00 pm
12:00 pm

Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

4

7:00 pm
TBA
TBA
TBA

11:00 pm
TBA
TBA
TBA

July
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Beer School Continues

August
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Beer School Continues

September
CCH General Membership Meeting
Pensacola Emerald Coast Beer Fest
Pensacola Emerald Coast Beer Fest
Pensacola Emerald Coast Beer Fest
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October
CCH General Membership Meeting
Club Brew
Club Brew at Oktoberfest Grounds in Rivertown Kenner
Deutsches Haus Oktober Fest Last 3 weekends. Kenner Old
Town October TBA 11:00 AM until ???

Wed
Sat
Sat

2
?

7:00 pm
7:00 am
2:00 pm

11:00 pm
4:00 pm
?:00 pm

Wed
Sat
Sat

6
?

7:00 pm
6:00 pm
8:00 am

11:00 pm
11:00 pm
4:00 pm

Fri

7

November
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Winterfest @ Deutsches Haus
Club Brew

December
CCH General Membership Meeting, Nominees
from Floor, Election and Christmas Party
Location Pending
Club Brew

CRESCENT CITY
HOMEBREWERS

C/o Monk Dauenhauer.

7967 Barataria Blvd
Crown Point, LA 70072

Sat

7:00 pm

11:00 pm

7:00 am

4:00 pm

